


DAY 3
Writing  

LO: To write a piece of 
persuasive writing 



Sequence of writing: Persuasion x 2 weeks 

Immersion

Analyse 

Writing skills 

Plan persuasive writing 

Write

Edit and present work 



Write

Use your planning sheet to 
write up your piece of 
persuasion. You are writing to 
persuade the class that your 
animal is the deadliest. 

Let’s recap the different 
features of persuasive 
writing…. 



Personal pronouns

Using words like ‘we’, ‘you’, ‘our’ 
and ‘us’ to make your audience 
think you are talking only to 

them.



Alliteration 
Repeating the consonant sounds 

at the beginning of words to 
make them stand out.

e.g. Fearsome, ferocious fangs that can deliver 

foul venom that kills you in seconds!



2A sentences
Use 2 adjectives in front of each noun. 

e.g. Their lethal, sharp claws bring fatal, 
instant death. 



Repetition
Words or phrases are repeated so 

that they stick in the reader’s 
mind.

e.g. They hunt with their keen sense of smell, smell that 
can hunt you out from a mile away, smell that can 

find you in the smallest hidey hole! 



Emotive Language

When words are used to make the 
reader feel a certain emotion, like 

sadness or fear!
e.g. These deadly creatures would take your life 

in a second, thinking no more of killing you 
than you would of eating a sandwich… 



Exaggeration 

When information is given that is 
over the top, or slightly untrue.

e.g. Lions, tigers and even bears run screaming 
from this fearsome monster! 



Rhetorical questions

Using questions that don’t need an 
answer to get the audience to think.

e.g. How would you like to meet this predator on a 
dark, lonely night? 



Facts and Statistics

When truthful information is 
given to back up a point. 

e.g. The poison can kill within ten seconds/These nasty 
wretches are responsible for 80% of human deaths in 

the world! 



If if if

Use if if if structure. 

If you’re looking for a vicious creature that can kill in seconds. If 
you want an animal that can run faster than anything else! If you 
want a creature with poison so venomous it will leave you 
screaming in pain. Then you want the….! 



Other features

Present Tense

Short snappy sentences

Exclamation marks



Write
Use the success criteria to included everything you need to in your 
writing. If you have forgotten what anything is in the grid, then look 
back over your work from this sequence for examples. 


